
Card Name Word Interpretation

1
The Rooster (El gallo)

Wake Up!

This card instructs the recipient to "awake up and pay attention." This is a general warning. The  recipient 

is being naïve and needs to pay attention to surroundings or a situation.  

2 The Little Devil (El diablito) Trouble This card can indicate a person or situation. Either one it is bad news with a capital "T". 

3
The Lady (La dama)

Woman

This card generally represents a specific woman known to the recipient. It can also be used as a 

designator card.

4
The Dandy (El catrín)

Man

This card generally represents a specific man known to the recipient. It can also be used as a designator 

card.

5
The Umbrella (El paraguas)

Protection

This card indicates that protection is available or is being given. The form of protection can vary based 

upon what type is needed.

6
The Mermaid (La sirena)

Seduction

This card indicates that there is some form of seduction. It may be a person, but it can also mean a 

company, situation, or advertisement. It may be romantic, but it can be a con game.

7
The Ladder (La escalera)

Up or Down

This card indicates a movement up or down, increase or decrease, improvement or decline. In tableau 

readings it can connect the card above to the card below this card.

8
The Bottle (La botella)

Small Container

This card indicates something in a bottle or in a small container. It does not necessarily mean a bottle, but 

can be a box, package, or any small container.

9

The Barrel (El barril)

Large Container

This card may indicates a barrel, but more often something or someone in a large contained space. 

Expand your definition to include a closet, cubicle, room, or small apartment. May indicate a coffin if 

next to the Death card. 

10
The Tree (El árbol)

Family

This card indicates the family tree. While it may indicate a family unit, it more ofen indicates an exended 

family connection. Think grandparents, cousins, aunts/uncles, or in-laws

11
The Melon (El melon)

Small Business

This card represents a small business. It can be one run by the reipient or frequented by the recipient. 

Think of a small office or shop. It could be the recipient's job or place of business.

12

The Brave One (El valiente)

Bravery

This card often indicates a brave person. This may be a fireman, police, soldier, doctor, or good 

samaritan. It can indicate that this situation requires bravery and that the recipient needs to step up and be 

brave.

13
The Bonnet (El Gorrito)

Child

This card generally represents a child or young person known to the recipient. It can be used as a 

designator card. 

14
The Death (La muerte)

Death/End

This card indicates an ending. It indicates death if next to the Barrel card. It indicates mediumship if next 

to the Skull card. 

15
  The Pear (La Pear)

Food

This card represents food in all its variety. It can represent the recipient's diet or a garden. Food bought or 

grown. It can mean cooking. It can mean hunger.

16
The Flag (La bandera)

Government

This card represents any government or legal issue. It can representthe local or national government, the 

courts, or any govt agency. Examples, taxes, licenses, jury duty, elections, etc.

17
The Bandolon (El Bandolon)  

Play

This card has many meanings. It can simply mean music. It can mean play. It can mean relax. The 

recipient and surrounding cards will provide the meaning.

18
The Cello (El violoncello)

Discipline

This card indicates that self-discipline is required. This will take time and effort. It can take on-going 

practice.

19
The Heron (La garza)

New Beginning This card is like a stork. It represents new beginnings or starting something. It can mean a birth or rebirth. 

20
The Bird (El pájaro)

Communication

This card represents any form of communication - talk, mail, email, or IM. It does not indicate the 

quality or character of the communication.

21
The Hand (La mano)

Help

This card indicates that help is available. The help may be assistance in any form - physical, financial, 

emotional, etc.

22
The Boot (La bota)

Work

This card generally represents the recipient's job or employment, however, it can also represent any 

needed form of labor from housecleaning, yardwork, etc.

23
The Moon (La luna)

Spirituality

This card represents any form of spiritual practice. It can represent prayer, meditation, or being spiritual. 

It can represent faith, church, or religion.

24
The Parrot (El cotorro)

Gossip

This card represents information passed along from another source. Think gossip. The information 

conveyed may be true or false.

25
The Drunk (El borracho)

Addiction

This card is not PC. It represents over-indulgence, addiction, or severe problematic behavior. It generally 

represents someone known to the recipient, but can also indicate the recipient.

26
The Negro (El Negrito)

Hard Work

This card is not PC. It represents any form of hard, long, arduous, or undesired labor.It can represent an 

easy office job if one feels chained to one's desk or forced to work long hours.

27 The Heart (El corazón) Love This card represents love in all its forms. It can also represent sex.

28 The Watermelon (La sandía) Big Business

This card represents big business. It can be the recipient's job, place of business, or a business or store 

frequented by the recipient. Think of a corporation or Walmart.



29 The Drum (El tambor) News

This card represents public news. It can be local, national, or international. It is general and not specific 

to the recipient, but the recipient should take note of it.

30 The Shrimp (El camarón)

31 The Arrows (Las Jaros) Crossroad

This card represents a choice or decision. The recipient has come to crossroad and need to make a 

decision. The decision may be simple or have many options. 

32 The Musician (El músico) Party

This card represents a party or gathering. It can be an office happy hour, holiday get-together, family 

reunion, or grand wedding.

33 The Spider (La araña) Trap

This card represents a trap. The recipient may be walking into one or in one. It may be emotional, 

financial, or a scam. Stop struggling and think of a way out.

34 The Soldier (El soldado) An Official

This card can represent a person who is a soldier, fireman, police officer, or any government 

representative. It can also represent protection such as a guardian angel.

35 The Star (La estrella) Hope

This card represents hope. It can also represent faith. It can be realistic or wishful dreaming. It can 

suggest prayer. All is not lost. 

36  The Melting Pot (El cazo) Building

This card represents any large building where people reside permanently or temporarily. It can mean an 

apartment building, hospital, dorm, hotel, jail, etc.

37 The World (El mundo) Opportunity

This card represents that the recipient has many possibilities or opportunities. It is generally a positive 

card. It can also represent the recipient feels the weight of the world.

38 The Apache (El apache) Dangerous Person

This card is not PC. It represents a seriously dangerous person. This person may or may not be known to 

the recipient, but is definitely in their environment.

39 The Cactus (El nopal) Caution

This card represents caution. The recipient is being warned to proceed with care. A problem can be 

avoided if handled carefully.

40 The Scorpion (El alacrán) Danger

It represents serious potential danger. There is danger in the recipient's environment. The recipient can 

avoid it. Walk away or better yet run. This danger MUST be avoided. 

41 The Rose (La rosa) Passion

This card represents all forms of passion. It can represent a simple attraction to a hot affair. It can 

represent thedriving desire an artist has for painting or the obsession of a collector.

42 The Skull (La calavera) Paranormal

I use this card to mean mediumship. It can mean the presence of spirits or spirit help. It can also represent 

any paranormal or unexplained occurance. The recipient should look for signs.

43 The Bell (La campana) Take Notice

This card indicates that the recipient is being alerted to something specific. The recipient needs to take 

notice and address something. This warning may come in the form of a letter or conversation. 

44

The Water Pitcher (El 

cantarito) Home

This card represents the family home or recipient's residence. This can be an apartment, house, or 

extended family home. It can also represent the family as a collective unit.

45 The Deer (El venado) Innocence

This card indicates an innocent or naïve person. It can represent the recipient or a young person setting 

off innocently into a new situation or someone naïve of a dangerous situation.

46 The Sun (El sol) Powerful Good

This card represents powerful goodness. It may be needed good news or assistance. It can also represent 

God or the Divine. Remember to say thank you.

47 The Crown (La corona) Important

This card represents someone or something important. It can represent a boss or official, a bill that needs 

paying or summons. Whatever it is, it MUST be acknowledged and addressed.

48 The Canoe (La chalupa) Travel

This card represents any form of transportation or travel. It can represent a car, train, etc. or a daily 

commute, business trip, or generic driving, but not a vacation. It can represent car trouble.

49 The Pine (El pino) Health This card represents any health related or physical/biological issue. 

50 The Fish (El pescado) Finances

This card represents finances or money. Think GOLDfish. It can represent any financial or money issue 

from a bill to unexpected check. Can be good or bad.

51 The Palm (La palma) Vacation

This card represents any travel for fun or relaxation. It can be a trip to the beach or a far off island. 

Whether this trip will be good or bad depends of the cards around it.

52 The Flower pot (La Maceta) Gift

This card indicates that the recipient has or will be receiving a gift. It may be a small token, but its 

meaning is significant and may be just what the 455
 

 

53 The Harp (El arpa) Heaven

This card represents heaven on earth or the Summerland. It can means retirement or a summer home. 

Something good after something long or hard. Think the pot of gold at the end of a rainbow. 

54 The Frog (La Rana) Annoyance

This cards indicates an annoyance. It is a small problem. Thin a noisy cricket at night or a mouse eating 

your box of Corn Flakes. It is small, but needs to be addressed or acknowledged.


